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Abstract. A color image segmentation technique which exploits a novel
deﬁnition of rough fuzzy sets and the rough–fuzzy product operation is
presented. The segmentation is performed by partitioning each block in
multiple rough fuzzy sets that are used to build a lower and a upper
histogram in the HSV color space. For each bin of the lower and upper
histograms a measure, called τ index, is computed to ﬁnd the best segmentation of the image. Experimental results show that the proposed
method retains the structure of the color images leading to an eﬀective
segmentation.
Keywords: Image segmentation, Color Image Histogram, Rough Sets,
Fuzzy Sets.

1

Introduction

Color image segmentation is one of the most challenging tasks in image processing, being the basic pre-processing step of many computer vision and pattern
recognition problems.
Among the others, the most used approaches are represented by histogram
based techniques due to the fact they need no a–priori information about the
image. The task consists in ﬁnding clusters corresponding to regions of uniform colors, identiﬁed by peaks in the histogram. The task is complicated in
color images, being characterized by three dimensional scatterograms, that make
more diﬃcult the search for peaks, either in the whole histogram or in each
color channel independently. Also, typically they do not take into account the
spatial correlation between adjacent pixels, while images usually show this
property.
The approach reported here bases its rationale on Granular Computing, based
on the concept of information granule, that is a set of similar objects that can be
considered as indistinguishable. Partition of an universe in granules gives a coarse
view of the universe where concepts, represented as subsets, can be approximated
by means of granules. In this framework, rough set theory can be regarded to as
a family of methodologies and techniques that make use of granules [8,9]. The
focus of rough set theory is on the ambiguity caused by limited discernibility of
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objects in the domain of discourse. Granules are formed as objects and are drawn
together by the limited discernibility among them. Granulation is of particular
interest when a problem involves incomplete, uncertain or vague information.
In such cases, precise solutions can be diﬃcult to obtain and hence the use of
techniques based on granules can lead to a simpliﬁcation of the problem at hand.
At the same time, multivalued logic can be applied to handle uncertainty and
vagueness in information system, the most famous of which is fuzzy sets theory
[16]. In this framework, uncertainty is modelled by means of functions that deﬁne
the degree of belonginess of an object to a given concept. Hence membership
functions of fuzzy sets enable eﬃcient handling of overlapping classes.
Some researches already follow this approach. Cheng et al. [2] employed a
fuzzy homogeneity approach to extract homogeneous regions in a color image.
The proposed method introduces the concept of homogram built considering intensity variation in pixel neighborhood. In [5] the concept of encrustation of the
histogram (histon), which is a contour plotted on the top of each primary color
histogram, is presented. In a rough-set theoretic sense, the histon represents the
upper approximation of the color regions, that is a collection of pixels possibly
belonging to the same region, while the histogram represents the lower approximation. An histogram-based technique is employed on the histon to obtain the
ﬁnal segmentation. Mushrif and Ray [6] presented a segmentation scheme, based
on the concept of histon [5], which employs the roughness index. Roughness is
large when the boundary contains a large number of elements, hence it will be
smaller in the boundary between two objects and larger in region with uniform
color.
The novelty of our approach resides on the hybrid notion of rough fuzzy sets
that comes from the combination of these two models of uncertainty (fuzzy and
rough) to exploit, at the same time, properties like coarseness, by handling rough
sets [8], and vagueness, by handling fuzzy sets [16]. In this framework, rough sets
embody the idea of indiscernibility between objects in a set, while fuzzy sets
model the ill-deﬁnition of the boundary of a sub class of this set. Marrying both
notions leads to consider, as instance, approximation of sets by means of similarity relations or fuzzy partitions. The rough fuzzy synergy is hence adopted to
better represent the uncertainty in granular computation. Speciﬁcally, we present
a histogram based technique tat exploits a generalized deﬁnition of rough–fuzzy
sets, i.e. an hybridization of rough sets and fuzzy sets, and a particular operation
called rough–fuzzy product in the HSV color space.

2

Rough Fuzzy Color Histogram

Let us consider an image I deﬁned over a set U = [0, ..., H − 1] × [0, ...W − 1]
of picture elements, i.e. I : u = (ux , uy ) ∈ U → [h(u), s(u), v(u)]. We shall
introduce the Image Partition as
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Definition 1. Let us consider a grid, superimposed on the image, whose cells Yi
are of dimension w × w. Given a pixel u, whose coordinates are ux and uy , and
a cell Yi of the grid, whose coordinates of its upper left point are x(Yi ) and y(Yi ),
u belongs to Yi if x(Yi ) ≤ ux ≤ x(Yi ) + w − 1 and y(Yi ) ≤ uy ≤ y(Yi ) + w − 1.
The set of all Yi constitutes an Image Partition, Y, over I.
Diﬀerent values of w yield diﬀerent partitions Y of the same image. For instance,
given a partition Y i , other partitions can be obtained by a rigid translation in
the directions of 0o , 45o and 90o degrees of w −1 pixels, so that for each partition
a pixel belongs to a shifted version of the same cell Yji .
If we consider four cells, Yj1 , Yj2 , Yj3 and Yj4 belonging to four partitions Y 1
Y 2 Y 3 Y 4 , then there exists a pixel u with coordinates (ux , uy ) such that u
belongs to the intersection of Yj1 , Yj2 , Yj3 and Yj4 [11].
Yj1,2,3,4 = Yj1 ∩ Yj2 ∩ Yj3 ∩ Yj4

(1)

The image is ﬁrstly partitioned in non–overlapping k blocks Xh of dimension
m × m, such that m ≥ w, that is X = {X1 , . . . , Xk } and k = H/m + K/m.
Considering each image block Xh , a pixel in the block can be characterized by
two values hinf (u) and hsup (u) computed, for each pixel u belonging to a block
Xh , as
hsup (u) = sup{h1m (u), h2m (u), h3m (u), h4m (u)}
hinf (u) = inf{h1M (u), h2M (u), h3M (u), h4M (u)}
where him (u) i = 2, 3, 4 are obtained by translating h1m (u) in the direction of 0,
45 and 90 degrees. For instance, for w = 2 and a generic j − th cell of the i − th
partition, we have:
him (u) = inf{(ux + a, uy + b)|a, b = 0, 1}
hiM (u) = sup{(ux + a, uy + b)|a, b = 0, 1}
Let us now consider the HSV color space represented by a cone and a segment
[θ, θ + Δθ − 1] on the maximum circumference, where 0 ≤ θ ≤ 359 and [Δθmin ≤
Δθ ≤ Δθmax ] is the segment dimension. This interval contains a certain amount
of colors. In particular, if we imagine to cut the HSV cone in wedges, each one
contains all the possible combination of saturation and value given a portion of
hue. Our goal is to describe each wedge using the blocks of the image, under the
assumption that blocks with similar colors will fall in the same wedge.
Definition 2. Each block Xh , of dimension m × m, is characterized by a minimum and a maximum hue value
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hm = min{hsup (u)|u ∈ Xh }
hM = max{hinf (u)|u ∈ Xh }
defining a hue Interval [hm , hM ] that can be:
1. totally contained into a wedge of dimension Δθ (i.e. θ ≤ hm ≤ hM < Δθ+θ),
2. partially contained into a wedge (i.e. θ ≤ hm or hM < Δθ + θ),
3. not contained at all.
Hence, we can describe the wedge by means of two sets of blocks.
Definition 3. The L–set is the set of blocks whose interval [hm , hM ] are totally
contained into the wedge. The U–set is the set of blocks whose [hm , hM ] are
partially contained into the wedge.
Now consider a wedge of dimension [θi , θi + Δθ − 1], i = 0, . . . , 359 moving on
the hue circle towards increasing hue values, starting from θ1 = 0. At each step
the wedge is shifted by an oﬀset x, i.e. θi+1 = θi + x, and the L–set and L–set
of the wedge are computed. This procedure, shown in Algorithm 1, yields two
histograms, the L–Histogram and the U–Histogram of the image.
Algorithm 1. Procedure to build L–Histogram and U–Histogram
1: for all θ by step x do
2:
for all blocks Xh do
3:
compute hm and hM
4:
if θ ≤ hm ≤ hM ≤ θ + Δθ then
5:
L–Histogram[θ] = L–Histogram[θ] +1
6:
U–Histogram[θ] = U–Histogram[θ] +1
7:
else if θ ≤ hm ≤ θ + Δθ OR θ ≤ hM ≤ θ + Δθ then
8:
U–Histogram[θ] = U–Histogram[θ] +1
9:
end if
10:
end for
11: end for

Repeating the same procedure for each wedge dimension θmin ≤ θ ≤ θmax ,
many histograms are produced according to the possible values of θ. Figure 1
and 2 depict respectively the L–Histogram and the U–Histogram of Figure 1.
It should be reminded that, if for a given pixel the saturation equals 0, the
hue component is undeﬁned and the pixel is characterized only by the value
component, i.e. only by its gray level intensity. To overcome this problem, it
is possible to exclude all the pixels with a saturation value lower than a given
threshold  and segment them separately (for instance employing a segmentation
algorithm for gray scale images).
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Fig. 1. Example image

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. a) L–Histogram and b) U–Histogram

3

Image Segmentation by Rough Fuzzy Color Histogram

The segmentation of a color image is performed in the HSV color space by
choosing the wedges that are better represented employing the blocks of the
image. The choice is guided by the accuracy of the wedge, i.e. the i-th wedge gets
an accuracy computed by means of the corresponding bin in the L–Histogram
and U–Histogram
L–Histogram(i)
(2)
αi =
U–Histogram(i)
Clearly, this can not be the only discriminant index to obtain a good segmentation. First of all due to the accuracy, as computed in eq. 2, that does not take
into account the number of blocks, and hence the number of pixels contained
into the wedge, but only their ratio. Moreover, using only the accuracy does not
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take into account saturation and value of each pixel. The ﬁrst problem is tackled
by weighting the accuracy of each wedge by the fraction of pixels whose hue
value belongs to the wedge, i.e.
γi = 1 −

Nwedge (i)
Ntot (I)

(3)

where Nwedge (i) represents the number of pixels whose hue value belongs to the
wedge and Ntot (I) represents the number of pixels of the image I.
Provided that regions of uniform colors are searched into the image, we need
an index to measure the color uniformity of the pixels belonging to the the
wedge and then use this index to weight the accuracy. To this aim we propose to
employ a measure of the dispersion of the pixels falling into a wedge with respect
to saturation and value. A region characterized by uniform color will present a
narrow scatter, while a region characterized by non uniform colors will have a
sparse scatter. To compute the compactness of saturation and value into the i-th
wedge, we propose the following index


1
×
(x − μi )T (x − μi )
(4)
δi =
Nwedge (i)
x∈i−thwedge

where x = [xsaturation , xvalue ]. This index can be considered as the weighted
squared root of the track of the covariance matrix. The ﬁnal index, τi , is computed by composing αi , γi and δI indices (eqs. 2, 3 and 4)
τi = αi × (w1 × γi + w2 × δi )

(5)

where w1 and w2 , with w1 + w2 = 1, are parameters used to weight the fraction
of pixels falling into a wedge and the saturation–value dispersion, respectively.
A higher value for w1 will lead to wedges comprising few pixels characterized
by a low saturation–value dispersion, whilst a higher value for w2 will produce
wider wedges, with a larger number of pixels presenting a lower saturation–
value dispersion. The index τ , computed for all the wedges, is used to segment
the image. Firstly, the wedge with the highest τ value is selected as the region
better represented into the image. Next, all the wedges that intersect the ﬁrst
one are removed to avoid overlapping regions. For instance, consider si the wedge
with the highest τ value corresponding to the hue segment qsi , qsi + qt − 1, then
˜ − 1 < qsi + qt − 1, with qt
˜ varying
all the wedges sj such that qsi ≤ qsj + qt
in [qtmin , qtmax ], are removed. Next, the wedge with the highest τ value, among
those not removed in the previous step, is selected, and so on until no more
wedges are left.

4

Experimental Results

To assess the performance of the proposed method, we employed the Probabilistic Rand Index (PRI) [15] that counts the fraction of pairs of pixels whose
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labellings are consistent between the computed segmentation and the ground
truth, averaging across multiple ground truth segmentations to account for scale
variation in human perception. For each image, the quality of the segmentation
is evaluated by comparing it with all the available segmentations of the same
image.
The performance of the proposed algorithm were tested on the 100 color test
images of “The Berkeley Segmentation Dataset” [4]. Threshold has been ﬁxed
to  = 0.2; all the pixels presenting a saturation value lower than  have been
segmented by employing another threshold η = 0.5, i.e., pixels are labelled as
“white” if their value component is greater than η, as “black” otherwise. A larger
granule dimension allows to produce wedges able to enclose more similar hues
so to suppress small hue variations, while smaller granule dimension tends to
better diﬀerentiate between similar hues. A larger granule size can be useful
to segment images that show larger hue variance and hence obtain better PRI.
Parameters w1 and w2 can be used to obtain distinct segmentations by weighting the importance of the number of pixels into the wedge with respect to the
saturation–value dispersion. Higher values of w1 mean that wedges enclosing few
pixels are privileged, while higher values of w2 privilege wedges characterized by
higher saturation–value dispersion.
Figure 3 shows an example of segmentation of two test images of the BSD.
Segmentation in Figure 3(a), obtained with parameters w1 = 0.6 w2 = 0.4

(a)

(b)
Fig. 3. Segmentation for images 113044 (a) and 118035 (b)
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and granule dimension w = 2, produces P RI = 0.774117. Segmentation in
Figure 3(b), obtained with parameters w1 = 0.7 w2 = 0.3 and granule dimension
w = 2, produces P RI = 0.870635.
Table 1 summarizes results obtained with diﬀerent parameter conﬁgurations
in terms of mean PRI computed over the 100 color images adopted for testing
the algorithm. It turns out that best results are obtained using small granule
dimensions and giving importance to the number of pixels over the saturation–
value dispersion. Here we want to point out that, although this conﬁguration
gives the best results on average, this does not imply that good results could not
be obtained for single images employing diﬀerent values.
Table 1. Mean PRI values for the 100 test images of the BSD
Granule dimension w w1 = 0.8, w2 = 0.2 w1 = 0.6, w2 = 0.4 w1 = 0.5, w2 = 0.5
2
0.678028
0.663410
0.654179
4
0.661959
0.636016
0.624948
8
0.640885
0.621997
0.619233
16
0.623986
0.613345
0.609314
32
0.618413
0.601521
0.590546

5

Conclusions

Color image segmentation is of particular interest because the huge amount of
information held by colors can make the task very diﬃcult to perform, although
it can give fundamental information about the image to be analyzed. In this
paper we have presented a segmentation technique, performed in the HSV color
space, that exploits peculiarities of rough–fuzzy sets and, in particular, a feature
extraction operation called rough–fuzzy product. The proposed method, tested
against a typical human hand made segmentation dataset, have shown good segmentation capabilities although more research is needed to obtain good average
performance. Ongoing work is devoted to consider spatial relationship between
blocks to increase the performance of the algorithm.
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